**Gift versus Grant?**

*This is a guide only. Some awards may require discussion among the department, OSPA and Advancement.*

Does the proposal being submitted or the project to be funded:

- Relate to funds from a government agency, quasi-government or flow through?
  - **NO**
    - Require regulatory approvals and monitoring?
      - **NO**
        - **YES**
        - Has detailed expectations for deliverables (exchange) beyond regular progress reports?
          - **NO**
            - **YES**
            - Require fiduciary/administrative responsibility over and above General reports, such as certification of expenditures, effort, facility user or personnel commitments?
              - **NO**
                - **YES**
                - **YES**
                  - **YES**
                    - **YES**
                      - **YES**
                        - Received and administered by OSPA
                        - Received and administered by OSPA
                        - Received and administered by OSPA
                        - Received and administered by OSPA
                      - Received and administered by Advancement
                    - Received and administered by OSPA
                - Received and administered by OSPA
              - Received and administered by OSPA
            - Received and administered by OSPA
          - Received and administered by OSPA
        - Received and administered by OSPA
      - **YES**
        - Received and administered by OSPA
    - Received and administered by OSPA
  - **YES**
    - Received and administered by OSPA

- Have other special requirements such as terms of ownership of intellectual property, confidentiality agreements, licensing rights or non-compete clauses?
  - **NO**
  - **YES**

- Is the prospective donor a corporation/foundation/organization who should be considered a major donor for the University and should the relationship be managed for future cultivation and support?
  - **NO**
    - Received and administered by OSPA
  - **YES**
    - Received and administered by OSPA

*Also reviewed by Advancement Corp. & Foundation Relations for relationship building purposes*